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Abstract. This article presents an approach used to verify communication controllers developed for Systems on Chip (SOC) at MCST. We provide a list of communication controllers developed in MCST and present their characteristics. We describe principles of communication controller’s operation on transaction, data link and physical layers and highlight their similarities. Then we describe a common method of device verification: principles of test system design, constrained random test stimuli generation and checking of device behavior. Based on common features of the controllers, we provide the general design of their test system. It includes components to work with transaction level interface (system agent of system on chip communication protocol) and physical interface (physical agent of protocol for SOC communication on a single board), configuration agent that determines device mode of operation and a scoreboard. Because controllers only execute transformation of transactions between different representation, scoreboard checks accordance of in and outgoing transactions. In addition, we describe specific features of devices that require the adjustments to the common approach. We describe how verification of those features affected the design of different test systems. We explain how a replacement of a physical agent with a second communication controller allows to speed up the development of test systems. We explain challenges of link training and status state machine (LTSSM) verification. We provide a way to work with devices with direct memory access (DMA) in a system agent. In conclusion, we present a list of found errors and directions of further research.
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1. Introduction

Modern systems on chip (SOC) may include multiple microprocessor cores, complex hierarchy of caches, peripheral controllers and other types of data processing modules. The task of interconnection between different systems on chip is solved by communication controller (CC) modules. Those modules solve the problem of interprocessor communications, communication between CPU and random access memory (RAM), CPU and peripheral devices, network interfaces, etc. Performance and reliability of communication controllers is crucial for the quality of the whole system. To ensure that communication controllers satisfy all requirements, they must be thoroughly verified. Verification of complex communication controllers is a time-consuming task [1]. One of the widely used approaches to verification of SOC is system verification - execution of test programs (implemented in assembly language) on the model of microprocessor. Another approach is stand-alone verification of SOC components. In this approach, model of the device under verification (DUT) is included in a special program – a test system, which goal is to ensure that DUT satisfies all requirements. This article describes a problem of stand-alone verification of communication controllers with physical media access interfaces in the industrial setting.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes communication controllers for physical media access interfaces developed by MCST company. Section 3 presents a common approach to the design a test system and describes its components. In section 4 we provide a case study for suggested approach applied to specific devices, and adjustments to the approach that were implemented to verify specific features of those devices. In conclusion, we present of verification and provide a direction of further research.

2. Overview of communication controllers in «Elbrus-16C» microprocessor

“Elbrus-16C” System on Chip includes many communication controllers. In the following list we will describe ones that require the stand-alone verification: the most complex ones and the ones which reliability is crucial for the functionality of the system.

1. DDR4 Memory Controller is a digital circuit that manages the flow of data going to and from the computer's main memory. The controller contains the logical circuits necessary to perform read and write operations in DRAM, with all necessary delays (for example, between reading and writing). The flow of incoming requests is converted into sequences of DRAM commands, while monitoring various conflicts on banks, buses and channels. To increase the effective bandwidth of the memory channel, incoming requests can be buffered and reordered. The reordering mechanism is implemented on the basis of a sequential combination filter system.

2. PCI Express Root Complex (RC) Controller transforms packets from in-house protocol to standard PCI Express transaction level packets and implements RC configuration space for communication with peripheral devices. The controller is connected directly to on-chip network to improve throughput and reduce delays. The controller supports up to 16 lanes with speed up to 8 GT/s [2].
3. Inter-Processor Communication Controller (IPCC) is designed to solve problems of organization of multiprocessor architectures with shared memory [3]. IPCC functions are logically divided into two levels: the link layer (DLL - Data Link Layer) and the physical layer (PHL - Physical Layer). Exchange by link is carried out by transport packages (containers) of fixed size. Packages contain information about the type of the channel, data, as well as the CRC checksum. Packages are formed into containers according to special rules in order to ensure the priority and maximize the bandwidth of the link. The protocol packets are distributed among several virtual channels (VC) or streams with different priorities. To ensure the integrity of the data during the transmission over the link, the mechanism of sequential container numbering and CRC encoding are used.

4. Wide Link Communication Controller (WLCC) is used to connect south bridge controller to SOC using a protocol similar to PCI Express 2.0 but with reduced overhead. Controller supports memory and configuration space access operations. Supported link width is up to 16 lanes with speed 2.5 or 5 GT/s for each lane. To ensure channel reliability transmitted packets are protected by 16 bit CRC. After transmission, packets are stored in replay buffer waiting for receive confirmation. If negative packet acknowledge is received or time-out is reached, packets are retransmitted. Controller supports up to 8 virtual channels.

5. 10 Gigabit Ethernet Controller uses 10GBASE-KR interface [4]. It sends and receives Ethernet frames over backplane electrical interface. On a physical layer, it supports procedures of Clause 73 Auto-negotiation and Clause 72 Auto-adaptation. This device supports hardware calculation and checking of Ethernet CRC, IPv4, TCP and UDP checksums, various filtering mechanisms based on MAC addresses and VLAN tags and automatic handling of pause frames.

6. Gigabit Ethernet Controller uses 1000BASE-KX interface [4]. Ethernet frames are sent using backplane electrical interface. It supports calculation and checking of Ethernet frame CRC, calculation and checking of IPv4, TCP and UDP checksums, filtering based on mac and IP addresses and automatic handling of pause frames.

Despite the fact that those devices implement sufficiently different protocols, they nonetheless solve a lot of similar problems and implement similar features. Common features of controllers are:

- Controllers don’t possess complex internal state and don’t implement complex data processing or caching mechanisms. They transform packets between different representations: system level communication protocol packets (used for on-chip communications) and physical interface signals (used for communication on distances beyond the single chip).
- Controllers implement data link layer (DLL) that performs error detection and/or correction using such mechanisms as Cyclic Redundancy Checks (CRC) or forward error correction (FEC).
- Controllers expose the physical interface and implement logical and electrical parts of physical layer for communication with other components on a board. All aforementioned controllers communicate using low voltage differential signaling (LVDS). To ensure clock recovery and de balancing devices use physical encoding schemes (for example 8b/10b, 64b/66b, 128b/130b) and signal scrambling.

3. Test system structure

Test systems are usually implemented using either general purpose programming languages (C++), hardware description languages (VHDL, Verilog) or dedicated verification languages (SystemVerilog, e, OpenVera). In our company we use SystemVerilog [5] with Universal Verification Methodology [6] (UVM). Use of this language allows for an easy interface with Verilog and SystemVerilog devices, and UVM describes a general test system structure and provides a library of basic verification components.
Common principles of controller behaviour determine the general structure of the test system. All test systems include a set of basic components. Test system structure is presented in fig.1.

A. Test stimuli generators are based on constrained randomization. In our case, stimuli generators communicate with system and physical interfaces of DUT. Transactions are described in terms of their attributes and constraints. To specify some test scenario, one must define specific constraints for transactions that will be issued by request generators. SystemVerilog offers a native support for constrained randomization constructs. In addition to transaction transmission and reception, physical agent is able to model some "non-standard" types of behavior: injection of corrupted or non-standard compliant transactions, or handling of received transactions in user-specified way (for example, send negative acknowledge for non-corrupted packet, drop the response to request from DUT, etc.).

B. Test system scoreboard implements a correctness checks. Devices under verification do not possess complex data processing logic and simply perform transformation of transactions between different representations. Scoreboard receives transactions from system and physical interface monitors and performs comparison between ingress and egress transaction. If discrepancy between expected (transmitted) and received packets is detected, module reports an error in the test system.

C. In addition to global test system scoreboard, test system contains local (system and physical) interface protocol checkers. Their goal is to check that interface rules and invariants are not violated and otherwise report an error.

D. Configuration agent is used to access a set of memory-mapped configuration registers in the controllers. Those registers are accessed using separate configuration interface. Initial phase of a test is writing desired values to this registers.

4. Case study
This chapter describes the adjustment and highlights specific implementation details of different test systems.

4.1 Verification of Link Training and Status State Machine
One of the features of PCI Express, WLCC and IPCC links is a complex procedure of link initialization and training. During the initialization procedure device sends data patterns containing device capabilities and its current state across the link. Those data patterns are called a training sequence (TS). At the same time, using information from received training sequences, the controller detects the presence of a link partner, determines its active lanes and abilities. Based on this information, pair of devices establishes common mode of operation for transaction transfer. In addition, training sequences are used to change the state of the link (for example, from active to low power mode or to the disabled state).

Presence of the LTSSM provides several additional challenges for the device verification.

- To send the transactions across the link, the active link must be established first. Thus, first action that the controller and its physical link agent partner performs is a link training sequence.
- One must test ability of the device to change its state and check that it reacts correctly to the state change of the link partner.
- In addition to “main” device states there are several “transient” states that the device passes when switching from one main state to another. Depending on training sequences received from link partner in transient states, link training procedure either continues successfully or terminates while reporting the error status.

It should be said that, despite the internal complexity of LTSSM protocols, they are almost invisible to the transaction layer. Only information available to transaction layer is whenever link is currently active or not.

4.2 Test systems based on a pair of controllers
To verify implementations of in-house communication protocols (IPCC and WLCC) additional type of test system was used [7]. It is based on the pair of RTL-models of communication controllers. In these test systems two controllers are connected using their corresponding physical interfaces. Errors are injected by manipulating the signals of physical interface. The structure of the test system is presented in fig.2.
• Simplicity of implementation. The development of physical level agent is a labor-intensive and time-consuming, and its development cannot be avoided by purchasing a third party Verification IP (VIP). In this approach, the development of only a system agent is necessary, and verification can start earlier.

Disadvantages are as following.

• Lower simulation performance is caused by the need to simulate two identical controllers. This doubles the required computational resources.
• More difficult state and error injection control. To inject errors into sent and received transactions one must either directly manipulate external signals of the controller or use hierarchical access to modify the behaviour of the controllers.
• Inability to detect “self-correcting” bugs (for example, incorrect CRC polynomial). This disadvantage is mitigated by the fact those bugs will also self-correct in “real” device.
• Absence of checks on lower protocol levels. The main way to detect an error is to receive an unexpected packet on system interfaces. This may cause difficulties in bug detection and localization in many cases. For example, an error that causes an incorrect request to repeat a transaction can be detected only by performance degradation.

One can reduce the disadvantages while keeping most of some of the advantages of the approach by adding physical monitor on a link between devices.

4.3 Complex system agent in the Ethernet test systems

Distinctive feature of Ethernet test systems (both 10 Gigabit and Gigabit) is a complex system agent [8]. To reduce CPU usage and increase device efficiency controllers implement Direct Memory Access (DMA). Instead of sending Ethernet frames directly to device interfaces, frames are stored in system memory and the device reads the memory when it is ready for frame transmission. In a same way, the system must prepare a memory space for device to store received frames. The device will write the data to this location after the frame reception. Ethernet controllers are managed using a set of memory-mapped registers. The most important ones are descriptor pointer registers (head and tail). Descriptors contain an Ethernet frame metadata (size of frame, memory location address, higher-level protocol information, etc...). The head register points to the first descriptor available to the controller, and the tail points to the last processed by it. Using those registers the controller reads and writes transaction descriptors and a frame memory. The structure of Ethernet agents is presented in fig. 3.

4.4 DDR4 Memory Controller protocol checks

A system agent in the memory controller test system consists of a set of two modules: the management agent of the information written into the memory and the agent for transferring requests from the system to the controller. The test system requires more sophisticated physical protocol checkers. For this purpose, two modules are used: the DFI protocol verification module and the DDR protocol verification module.

Before active work with the memory is started, the controller performs programming of the operating modes of the DRAM memory modules, conducts its initialization and training. To verify these processes, the DDR Protocol Checker is used. In addition to the fact that the module monitors the initialization and training of the memory, it also controls the execution of all the time constraints imposed to the controller when it issues commands to the memory.

Another important function of the memory controller is to periodically update the data stored in the DRAM using a refresh command. Without periodic updates, DRAM memory chips would gradually lose information, as capacitors storing bits are discharged by leakage currents. DDR protocol checker is used to analyze transactions on physical interface and to check if Refresh commands are issued within specified timing constraints. In addition, the memory state is checked before executing the Refresh command. The memory must be in the IDLE state. The controller has built-in noise immunity mechanisms that allow to check the integrity of the data, and to correct it if necessary. Such mechanisms include: rectification of parity errors of the...
DDR bus, calculation of checksums, correction of CRC errors on the data bus of the DFI interface while writing, and correction of ECC errors on the DFI data bus during reading. Verification of noise immunity of transmitted data is provided by the DFI Protocol Checker. In addition, checker provides a way to verify the process of switching to and from power saving modes of memory chips by checking their timing parameters.

5. Conclusion
Methods described in the paper were used to verify components of “Elbrus-16C” microprocessor. Errors found in the controllers as a result of stand-alone verification are presented in table 1.

Table 1. Results of stand-alone verification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Number of bugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDR4 MC</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCI Express RC</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLCC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Gigabit Ethernet</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigabit Ethernet</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Verification of those devices is still ongoing. Our future work is aimed at improving those test systems, developing additional test scenarios and using the approach to verify other devices.
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